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Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.
Writing of security Programs

Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees
First Line Crisis Mitigation
Crime Prevention Techniques
Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

US white supremacist arrested hours before far-right conference
An American white supremacist was arrested hours before he was due to speak at
in Norway

an international far-right conference in Norway.Greg Johnson was detained under
immigration law on the basis that he posed a threat to national interests, according
to the police security agency PST.―He stands for and communicates an extreme
right-wing ideology,‖ PST spokesman Martin Bernsen said. ―There’s a danger that it
can result in violence.‖The authorities are now seeking to deport him back to the US
later this week.

Password Security: How to Really ‘Own IT’ for National
Cybersecurity Awareness Month
National Cybersecurity Awareness Month (NCSAM) is in its 16th year. The
theme for 2019 – Own IT. Secure IT. Protect IT. – is focused on encouraging
personal accountability and proactive behavior in security best practices and
digital privacy. Considering that individually we are picking up our smartphones
on average of 77 times a day and spending nearly 12 hours a day in front of a
screen, the digital lines between work and personal lives are all but gone.

Thales Launches System to Protect Critical Sites from Malevolent
Drone Use

To address the growing threat of malevolent drone usage, Thales has
developed a fully integrated drone countermeasures solution designed to
detect, identify, track and neutralize drones flying in civil airspace in order to
protect sensitive sites such as airports, sports arenas, critical infrastructure
and large-scale events in urban areas. The Gamekeeper holographic radar,
which is designed to provide full 3D coverage of airspace surveillance over
90° sector, identifies and tracks all types of air platforms flying at low altitude
and medium speed within a radius of 7 km. Infrared and radiofrequency sensors add to the system’s threat
identification and classification performance, using real-time data fusion techniques to determine the exact
type of unmanned aircraft involved.

Is Germany’s Move to Strip Terrorist Citizenship the Best Route?
Dual-national citizens fighting in foreign terrorist movements could lose their
German citizenship under a new law. Repatriation and prosecution might still be
the better route, researcher argues `Germany should repatriate its citizens who
left to take part in violent terrorist movements abroad and prosecute or
reintegrate them as appropriate, says Kilian Roithmaier, a researcher at the
Asser Institute in the Netherlands, in a report published by the International
Centre for Counter-Terrorism at The Hague. This will ensure that they are bought to justice, he argues, but it
does bring its own problems. Like many countries, Germany has an issue with its citizens who left to join the
global jihadist movement, notably the Islamic State (ISIS) and its now-defunct Caliphate in Iraq and Syria.
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Passenger Survey Reveals What Travelers Want and Don’t Want
from Airport Security
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) has published its
annual survey detailing passenger priorities and found that 70% of
travelers are happy to share their personal biometric data if it speeds up
their airport security process. This percentage increases in correlation with
the number of flights taken per year with the highest support for biometrics
(76%) among flyers who travel for business more than 10 times per year.
The survey also revealed that 46% of passengers would prefer to use
biometric identification instead of a paper passport for their journey and
30% would opt to use a biometric token to board the plane.

Orlando airport to have family facial recognition tech up by holiday
rush
A simpler security and customs system at Orlando International Airport can
help improve the experience of the nearly 50 million passengers who pass
through the air hub — and that solution may be up and running soon. Earlier
this year, the airport revealed it was in talks with U.S. Customs & Border
Protection to incorporate a new facial recognition system for international
arrivals that could process entire families together at the same time and
speed up what can be a lengthy — and annoying — moment for visitors. And
now that tech is going to be used starting in early December.

Potential ISIS Retaliation, Holiday Season Put Houses of Worship
on Guard
Faith-based organizations and houses of worship have been cautioned to
exercise extra awareness as retaliation from ISIS could fuel attacks in the wake
of leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi’s death during a heightened terror propaganda
season from pre-Thanksgiving to New Year’s Day. In the run-up to and during
the holidays, ISIS supporters churning out much of the group’s calls to action
have promoted Christmas market attacks in Germany (2016) and France
(2018) as well as the 2015 attack on a county employees’ holiday party in San
Bernardino, Calif. Everitt Aaron Jameson, a Modesto, Calif., tow-truck driver, pleaded guilty last year to
planning a Christmas-season attack on San Francisco’s Pier 39; he had ―liked‖ on Facebook an ISIS
propaganda image depicting Santa with a box of dynamite in New York’s Times Square.

PERSPECTIVE: Baghdadi Just Confirmed ISIS ‘Martyrdom’
Narrative, Ensuring ISIS Will Live
To ISIS supporters around the globe, Abu Bakr al Baghdadi was a beacon
of hope in an extremely troubled world. Thus, that Baghdadi has been
killed will do little to diminish ISIS, which is still alive and well in both Syria
and Iraq, carrying out weekly attacks in both places. According to some
terrorism experts, ISIS is as strong now as it was at its outset, with just as
many members active on the ground now as then. Thus Baghdadi’s
importance, as both a symbol and personage, to ISIS needs to be viewed
through the lens from which his organization emerged and operated and
where it will likely be going in the future.
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